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Abstract
WCstudy the complexity of the problemof answeringqueriesusing
materinlizedviews, This problemhasattracteda lot of attentionrecently becauseof its relevancein data integration. Previouswork
consideredonly conjunctive view definitions. Weexaminethe consequencesof allowing more expressiveview definition languages.
Tl~olanguagcsweconsiderforviewdefinitionsanduserqueriesare:
conjunctive qucrics with inequality, positive queries,datalog,and
first-order logic. We show that the complexity of the problem depcndson whether views are assumedto storeall the tuples that satisfy the view definition, or only a subsetof it. Finally, we apply the
results to the view consistencyand view self-maintainability problems which nrise in datawarehousing.

1 Introduction
The notion of materializedview is essentialin databases[34] andis
a&acting moreandmoreattentionwith the popularity of datawarehouses[28]. The problem of answeringqueriesusing materialized
views [24,6, IO, 5,43,30,26,36, 12, 14, I I, 251hasbeenstudied
intensively. We proposea systematicstudy of its complexity. We
also briefly consider the relatedproblemsof view consistencyand
view self-maintainability [l9]. Our results exhibit strong connections with two amongthe most studied problemsin databasetheory, namely query containment[7,33,23,3 I, 9,21,13,271 and incompleteinformation querying, e.g.[20,2]. Indeed,the worksmost
closely relatedto ourcomplexity resultsareperhapsthoseofvander
Meyden[40,41,42] andVardi [38] on (indefinite) databasequeries.
*Part of the work performedwhen the author was visiting Stanford University.
‘Work performed as part of Ph.D. thesis researchat Stanford
University,

Our resultshighlight the basic roles played by negation (and in its
weak form inequality) and recursion, and a crucial difference between open and closed world assumption in the view definition.
Themainfocusofthepaperisthestudyofthedutacomplexi~ofthe
problemof answeringqueries using materialized views. More precisely, the problem is for a fixed view definition and a fixed query,
given a view instanceI and a tuple t, is t a certain answer,i.e. is
2 in the answerto the query on the databasenomatterwhich is the
databaseyieldingthe view instanceI. This articulation of the problem highlights the main parameters:(i) What are the databaseand
the view models? (ii) What are the query and the view definition
languages?(iii) Is vie/ding assumingan open or a closedworld?
In the presentpaper,we use the relational model for the database
and the view model. However,our work strongly suggestsmoving
towards an incomplete information model, e.g. conditional tables
PO]. Indeed,we will briefly show how thesetablescan be usedfor
solving the problemin mostsolvable cases.For the query and view
definition languages,weconsiderthemostpopular formal query languages,namely conjunctive queries, conjunctive queries with inequality, positive queries,datalog, and first-order logic. We focus
on certain answers,i.e. tuplesthat arein the answerfor any database
yielding this particular view instance.
Not surprisingly, our resultsindicate that recursion and negationin
the view definition lead to undecidability. Somewhatalso expectedly,we showthat the closedworld assumptionsharply complicates
the problem. For instance, under the open world assumptionthe
certain answersin ffie conjunctive view definitions/datalogqueries
casecan be computedin polynomial time. On the other hand, already the conjunctive view definitions/conjunctive queries caseis
co-NP-completeunder the closedworld assumption.This is an aposteriori argumentfor a numberof recentworks that postulatean
openworld interpretationofviews. Perhapsmoreunexpectedly,we
prove that inequalities (a very weak form of negation) lead to intractability. Evenunderthe openworld assumption,addinginequalities to the queries,or disjunction to the view definitions makesthe
problem co-NP-hard.

2 The problem
In this section,we presentthe problem. Weassumesomefamiliarity
with databasetheory [34,1]. Westartwith a databaseinstanceD, a
view definition V, and a view instanceI. The databaseconsistsof
a set of relations and so doesthe view. Now, given a query &, we
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would like to computeS(D). However,we assumethatweignore
D and only have accessto I, so we will try to get the bestpossible
csthnatcof Q(D) given I,
Let us bc moreprccisc. Underthe closedworld assumpfion(CWA),
the view instanceI storesall the tuples that satisfjl the view defi&ion5 in V, i.e. I = V(D). Under the open world assumption
(OWA), on the other hand, instanceI is possibly incomplete and
might only storesomeof the tuples that satisfjrthe view definitions
in V, l,c, I C V(D). As we can seefrom the following example,
in rcnsoning about the underlying database,it makesa difference
whether we are working under the open or closed world assumptlon,
Example 2.1 Consider the following view definition where the
view consistsof two relations:
211
(X) : - P(X Y)
VdY) : - PV, Y)

rule must also occur in the body of the rule. A dataIog query is a finite setof datalogrules. The notion of recursivedatalog query/rule
is definedin the standardway. A conjunctive query (CQ) is a single non-recursivedatalogrule. If the body of a conjunctive query
is allowed to contain the inequality predicate(f), then the query
is called a conjunctive query with inequality (CQ#). Every variable in a query with inequality must occur at least once in a relational predicate.A positive query (PQ) is a non-recursivedatalog
query togetherwith one particular predicatedefined by the query.
The query languagePQ’ is obtainedby also allowing #. Finally,
first-order queries (FO) are defined in the standardway.
A materialized view, alsocalled view instance, is the storedresult of
previously executedqueries.A view definition V thereforeconsists
of a setof queriesdefining a finite setof predicates.So, for a query
languageC, we write V c L: to denotethe fact that eachpredicate
in the view is definedusing a query in t.

2.2 Data complexity

nnd nssumcthat the view instanceconsistsof {vl (a), v@)). Under OWA, WConly know that somep tuple has value a as its first
component,and some(possibly different) p tuple has value b as its
secondcomponent*Under CWA,however,we canconcludethatall
p tuplcs have value a as their first componentand value b as their
secondcomponent,i.e. p containsexactly the tuple (a, b).
0

Wewill be interestedin the data complexity of the problem of computing certainanswersundertheopenandclosedworld assumption.
The dam conzph~ity is the complexity of the problem asa function
of the size of the view instance.We will also refer to the query and
combinedcomplexity of the problem. The query complexity is the
complexity of the problem asa function of the size of the view definition Y and the query &. The combined complexity is the complexity ofthe problemasa fimction of thesetwo argumentsplus the
size of the view instance. (Thesethree notions are due to [37].) In
the remainingof the paper,when we discusscomplexity, we always
meandatacomplexity unlessspecifiedotherwise.

Qiven aomcview definition and a view instance,observethat there
may be a numberof possibledatabases,i.e. databaseinstancesthat
yield this view instancefor this view definition. So,we canthink of
the databaseasthe incompleteMubare [20] consistingofthis setof
possibledatabases.To answeraquery,we focusontiertuin answers,
l,e, on tuplcs that are in the answerfor eachpossibledatabase.As
seenin Example2, I, this dependson whether we are assumingan
opcnorncloscd world. Indeed,ananswerthatis CertainunderOWA
is also certain under CWA, but the conversedoesnot hold in gencral, For instance,in the previous example,the query “is (a, b) certninly in p?” is answeredpositively underCWA andnegatively undcr OWA, In fact, WCwill show that computingcertain answersunder CWA is harderthan under OWA. The following definition formnllzes the conceptof certain answerunder both assumptions:

In Section3, we prove that the problemis in co-NPfor a wide range
of cases.Wealsohighlight someconnectionswith conditional table
querying. In Section4, we examinethe complexity of the problem
of computing certain answersunder OWA and in Section 5 under
CWA.In Section6, we considerview self-maintainability and view
consistency.

Rcfintllon 2.1 (ccrtnln answer) Let V be a view definition, I be
an instanceof the view, and & a query, A tuple t is a certain answcr under OWA if t is an elementof S(D) for eachdatabaseD
with I 2 V(D), A tuple t is a certain answerunder CWA if t is an
0
clementof Q(D) for eachdatabaseD with I = V(D).

In this section,we briefly sketcha solution to the problem for the
open and closedworld assumption,when the view definition is in
PQf and the query is in d&log+.
We also presentan effective
procedurebasedon conditiona tables [20] which were introduced
to representincompleteinformation. Indeed,a main purposeof this
sectionis to highlight the stronglinks betweenour problemandthat
of querying incompletedatabases.

Webriefly recall the query languageswe considerand the standard
notion of complexity we use.

2.1

Query and view languages

3 Using conditional tables

First we seenext that, for PQ# views and d&log+ queries,the
problem is in co-NP. So within theselimits, it will suffice in the
following of the paperto prove co-NPhardnessto establishco-NPcompleteness.
Theorem 3.1 For V S PQf. & E datalog*,

the problem of determining. given a view instance, whether a tuple b a certain answer under OWA or CWA. is in co-NP.

A datalogrule is an expressionof the form:
P(X) :-P1(JL),.**,Pn(-%)

Proof. We prove the claim first for OWA. Assumethat 2 is not
a certain answer.Then there is a databaseD with I C V(D) and
t is not in Q(D). Let n be the total number of tuplgin I and let

wherep, and pr , . . , , pn are predicatenames,and x, 21, . . ., Xn
arc tuples of variablesand constants.Eachvariable in the headof a
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- query -

k bc the maximal length of conjunctsin the view definitions. Each
tuplo in I can be generatedby at most k tuples in D. Therefore,
there is a databaseD’ c D with at most nk tuples such that still
I C Y( D’). Becauset is not in Q(D) and & is monotone,t is also
noyin &(D’). It follows that there is a databaseD’ whose size is
polynomially boundedin the size of I and V such that I E Y(D’),
andi is not in &( D’). Moreover,checkingthat I E V( D’) andthat
t io not in Q( D’) can be done in polynomial time.
For CWA, the proof is essentiallythe samewith I = Y(D) in place
Cl
ofI2 V(D),
We next turn to an effective way of computingthe certain answers.
The intuition is to represent,given a view instance,the setofpossiblcdatabasesormorepreciselyasufficientsetofpossibledatabases
byaconditionaltable, andthen queryt!reconditionaltableusingt!re
techniquesintroducedby Imielinski and Lipski [20]. Due to space
limitations, we refer to [20, I] for a definition of conditional tables.
Intuitively, a conditional table is a databaseinstancewhich might
have variables as entries in its tuples. There is also a global condition [I] on the set of variablesand for eachtuple, a local condition
controlling the actualpresenceofthe tuple. Apossibledufubmefor
a table 2’ is obtainedby choosing a valuation satisfying the global
condition, keepingonly thosetupleswith a true local condition and
valuating the variablesin thosetuples.
Tile following result showshow the problem of querying materialized views can be reducedto the problem of querying conditional
tables,thereby highlighting the strong connectionbetweenmaterialized views and incomplete databases.Due to spacelimitations,
WC do not give a proof of the result. The construction usedin the
proof is illustrated by an example,

rcsp, Tc,,, such that for each datalog+ query &. the certuin unswers to & using view instance I under OWA, resp. CWA, are exactly the certain answers to & given the incomplete database spec/lied by Tow,, resp. T,,,.

The previous theoremprovides an algorithm of evaluating a query
on a databasegivensomematerializedview in co-NP time: compute
the correspondingconditional table and then evaluatethe query on
the table using the techniquesin [20].
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Figure 1: Datacomplexityoftfreproblem ofcomputingcerrain answers under the open world assumption.
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We briefly discusssomeaspectsof the construction of the conditional table. Consider the simplest case,i.e. a conjunctive query
view under OWA. Intuitively, the table is constructedby “skolemizing” the variables in the conjunctive query in a standardmanner
such as [ 161.Now, we obtain a conditional table. This is not quite
a representationof the possibledatabasessince a possibledatabase
may contain additional tuples. But with respectto certain answers,
we can simply query this conditional table in the style of [20] and
get the desiredcertain answers.

Open world assumption

Figure I gives an overview of the complexity of computing certain
answersunder OWA. Under OWA, the problem of computing certain answersis closely related to the query containmentproblem.
Therefore,decidability and undecidability resultscarry over in both
directions. As shownin Theorem4.1,if the problemsaredecidable,
then their query complexity is the same.

do, Y) : - I@, Y)
I@, Y)

and theview instanceconsistsof (~(0, l), ~(1, 1)). Then thereare
two different ways to obtain the first tuple and only one for the second, This yields the following conditional table for p (the global
condition is He):
1
z
1
u
1

-#
p”:

4

Example 3.1 Supposethe view is specifiedby:

0
0
2
1
u

CQ

CQ

For disjunctionsin the view defbrition, weusetuple local conditions
asdonein the example(with w = 1 and w # 1). Finally for CWA,
this is doneby evaluating the view definition Y on the conditional
table correspondingto OWA and adding as a constraint that each
mple it generatesis indeed in the view instanceI. In the example,
the conditions simplie dramatically,but in general,this may result
in rathergory tables.Note that, moregenerally,one could similarly
introduceany total dependency [ 17,391on the databaseby chasing
[4,3] the conditional table asin [20, 181.Observealso that from a
practical viewpoint, this raisesthe issue of obtaining practical restrictions that prevent the conditions from becoming too complicated.

Theorem 3,2 Let V 2 PQ$ and let I be a view instance. Then
one can constructu conditional table (with globalcondition) Tm,,

VW, Y) : - P(& q

views

Theorem 4.1 Let Cl, CZ E {CQ, CQ’, PQ, datalog, FO} be a
view definition language and query language respectively. Then the
problem of computing certain answers under OWA of a query & E
C2 given u view definition V E tl and a view instance b decidable
ifand only ifhe contuinmentproblem of u query in Cl in a query in
CZ is decidable. Moreoven if the problems are decidable then the
combinedcomplexity ofthe viewproblemund the querycompltxily
of the contuinmentprablem are identical, so the data complexity of
theproblemofcomputingcertuinun.swersunderOWA
is at most the
query complexity of the query contuinmentproblem.

W= 1
w#l
w#l
true
true

This is the table neededfor OWA. For CWA, we have to introduce
the constraintsthat the view doesnot hold for any other tuple. One
finds the following (complete)table for p:
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Proof, The claim is establishedby giving reductionsbetween
the hvo problemsin both directions. We first considerthe reduction from the problemof computingcertain answer underOWA to
the query containmentproblem. Let V = { ~1, . . . , ok} 2 .& be a
vlowdclinition, & e CZ a query,I a view instance,andt a tuple of
the snmearity asthe headof a. Let &’ be a query consistingof the
rules of definition Y togetherwith the rule’

easier,namelyII;-complete [42]. In comparison,the datacomplexity of computingcertain answersunder OWA for conjunctive view
definitions and datalogqueriesis polynomial, whereasit is presumably harder,namely co-Np-complete,for conjunctive view definitions and conjunctive querieswith inequality.
4.1

q’(t)

:-

Ul(lll),

0 s *,

Ul(h,),

. . .) U,+l),

where I is the instancewith I(ul) = {111,. . . , tlnl}, .. .. I(uk) =
, , , , , iknk}, If Cl is CQ or CQ#, then the view definitions
(hl
in V cnn be substitutedin for the view literals in this new rule. This
yieldsjust oneconjunctivequery. In all cases,&’ is in k. Weshow
that tuple 1 is a certain answerof & given V and 1 if and only if Q’
Is containedin Q,

“g”: Assumethat &’ is containedin &. Let D be a databasewith
I 2 V(D). Then 8’(D) = {t}, and thereforet E Q(D). Hence,
1 is a certain answer.
The remaining of the proof consistsof a reduction from the query
containmentproblem to the problem of computingcertain answers
under OWA, Let Ql E ,Cr and &Z E CZ be two queries. Let p be
n new predicate,nnd let ql and q2 be the answerpredicatesof &
and & respectively, Consideras view definition the rules of &I
togetherwith the additional rule

and the instance1 = {u(c)}, Let thequery 8 bedefinedbyall the
rules of & togetherwith the following rule:
!72z(X),

In this sectionwe considerthe complexity of the problem of computing certain answersunder OWA in the caseof conjunctive view
definitions. Wewill considerqueriesof different expressivepower.

4.1.1 Polynomial cases
The main tool for proving polynomial time bounds is the notion of
maximally-containedqueryplans. Werecall therelevantdefinitions
here.

“=3”: Assume that 2 is a certain answer under OWA. Let D be a
databnse,If1 e Y(D), then S’(D) = {}, and thereforeG?‘(D) is
trivially containedin 8(D). If I C V(D), then S’(D) = {t) and
1 E Q(O), Again, a’(D) is conk&ed in Q(D).

!7(c) : -

Conjunctive view definitions

. . . , U&k”J

P(X).

The input of a datalogquery & consistsof a databaseD storing instance-sof all EDB predicatesin &. Given such a databaseD, the
output of 8, denotede(D), is an instanceof the answerpredicate
q as determinedby, for example,naive evaluation [35]. A datalog
query 8’ is containedin a datalogquery & if, for all databasesD,
Q’(D) is containedin Q(D).
A datalog query P is a query pIan if all EDB predicatesin P are
view literals. The expansionPesp of a datalogquery plan P is ob
tained from P by replacing all view literals with their definitions.
Existentially quantified variables in view definitions are replaced
by new variablesin the expansion. A query plan P is maximallycontainedin a datalogquery 8 w.r.t a view definition V if Pe*p C
8, and for eachquery plan P’ with (P’)erp C &, it is the case
that P’ is also containedin P. Intuitively, a maximally-contained
queryplan is thebestof all datalogqueryplans in using the information available from the view instances.As shown in [IO], it is easy
to constructthesemaximally-contained query plans in the caseof
conjunctiveview definitions.
Theorem4.2 showsthat maximally-containedquery plans compute
exactly the certain answersunder OWA.

Again, if Cl or LZ are CQ or CQf, then the definition of V and
query 8 respectivelycan be transformedinto a conjunctive query.
Therefore, V C Cl and 8 E CZ. We show that &I is containedin
&2 if and onl$f (c) is a certain answerof & given U and I.

Theorem 4.2 For Y c CQ. & E datalog, and queryplan P that
is maximally-containedin 8 with respectto V, P computes exactly
the certain answers of & under OWAfor each view instance I.

“+‘: Supposethat (c) is not a certain answer. Then there exists
n databaseD with I 5 V(D) and Q(D) doesnot contain (c). It
follows that 01 (D) containsa tuple that 82 (D) doesnot contain.
Therefore,81 is not containedin Q.

Proof. Assumefor the sakeof contradiction that there is an instanceI of the view such that P fails to computea certain answer
t of & under OWA. Let P’ be the query plan that consistsof all the
rules of P, togetherwith two additional rules rl and 72:

%“: Assumethat &1 is not containedin &2. Then there exists a
databaseD such that &l(D) containsatuple t that is not contained
jn &2(D), D&base D can be assumedtoh?vep(D) = !t]. Then
E(D) = I nnd Q(D) = {}. Therefore,(c) ISnot a certamanswer.
The previoustheoreminvolves query complexity, However,we are
primarily concernedby datacomplexity, and query complexity resuits con bc misleading. For example,the query complexity of the
containmentproblem of a conjunctive query in a datalogquery is
K!XP’rIMtz-complete,
whereasthe containmentproblemof a conjunctive query in a conjunctive query with inequality is considerably

r1:

q’(X) : - q(X)

r2:

q’(t)

:-

Ul(hl),

..-,

ul(tlnl),

U&l),

. . *,

J&(ik”~)

. ..I

where q is the answer predicateof P, and I is the instance with
I(w) = {tn,. ..,thl},
. . .. I(m) = {tkl,. . ., tkn }. We are
going to show that (P ’ ) ‘=p is containedin Q. Since P P.ISnot contained in P, this contradictsthe maximal containmentof P in &.
Therefore, there cannot be a certain answert under OWA that P
fails to compute.

‘In thecaseofI”0, weusethefirst-orderformulacorresponding
to this rule,
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In order to seethat (‘P’ ) ezpis containedin &, we have to show that
F’(y(D)) is contained in Q(D) for each databaseD. Let D be
an arbitrary database,Becausepe*p is known to be containedin
&, it suffices to show that rz(V(D)) is containedin S(D). If I is
not contained in Y(D), then rz(V(D)) is the empty set, which is
trivially contained in Q(D). So let us assumethat I is contained
In V(D), Then rz(V(D)) = {t). Becauset is a certain answer
under OWA, it follows by definition that i is an elementof S(D).
0
Therefore,rz(V(D)) is containedin S(D).
As shown in [IO] for all V C CQ and & E dalalog, corresponding maximally-contnined datalog query plans can be constructed.
Becausethe datacomplexity of evaluating datalogqueriesis polynomial [37], this implies that the problemof computingcertain answersunder OWA can be done in polynomial time.
Corollary4.1 For V E CQ and & E datalog, theproblem of
computingcertain answersunder OWAcan be done in polynomial
llnra
4,1,2

Inequalities

in the view definition

Wenext show(Theorem4,3)that addinginequalitiesjusttotheview
dcflnition doesn’t add any expressivepower. The certain answers
arc exactly the sameasif the inequalities in the view definition were
omitted, This meansthat the maximally-contained datalog query
constructedfrom the query and the view definition but disregarding the inequality constraintscomputesexactly the certain answers.
Therefore,the problem remainspolynomial.
Theorem 4.3 Let V 2 CQ# and & E datalog. Define V- to
be the Sameview de/i&ion as V but with the inequali@constraints
deleted. Then a tuple i Is a certain answer under the open world
assNn]pIIollgiven V, Q and a view instance I yand only ift b a
certabt answer under OWAgiven V-, 8 and I.
Proof. “=$“: Assumethat t is a certain answerunder OWA given
V, & and I, Let D be a databasewith I 5 V-(D). If also I _C
V(D), then it follows immediately that t IS in S(D). Otherwise,
there is a view definition IJ in V and a tuple s E I such that s E
v-(D), buts g v(D). Let C # C’ be an inequality constraintin 1)
that disabledthe derivation of s in v(D). Becausewe can assume
that8 is in v(D’) forsomcdatabaseD’, atleastoneofCorC’must
be an existentially quantified variable X. Add tuplesto D that correspondto the tuplesthatgenerates in u’(D), butwith the constant
that X binds to replacedby a new constant.Thesenew tuplesthen
satisfy the inequality constraintC # C’. By repeatingthis process
for eachsuch inequality constraint C # C’ and eachsuch tuple s,
WCarrive at a databaseD” with I E V(D”). Becauset is a certain
answergiven V, it follows that t is in Q(D ‘). Therefore,thereare
tuples h, . . , , tk E D” that derive t. If any ti containsone of the
new constants,replaceit by the tuple t: E D that it was originally
derived from. Because1doesn’tcontain any new constants,andbe
cause% cannot test for inequality, it follows that t is also derived
from ri, . , . , & Hencet is in S(D).

“c=“: Assumethat t is a certain answerunder OWA given V-, G2
andI. Let D bea databasewithI C V(D). BecauseVis contained
in V’, it follows that I C V-(D), and thereforet is in e(D). 0

4.1.3

Inequalities

in the query

On the other hand, we seenext (Theorem4.4) that adding inequalities to queriesdoesadd expressivepower. A single inequality in
a conjunctive query, even combinedwith purely conjunctive view
definitions, sufficesto maketheproblemco-NP-hard.Vander Meydenprovedasimilarresult [40], namely co-~hardnessfor thecase
V C CQ< and & E C <. Our theoremstrengthensthis result to
2.
VcCQand&ECQ
Theorem 4.4 For V c CQ. 62E CQf. theproblem of determining whether.given a view instance.a tuple is a certain answerunder
OWAis co-NP-hard.
Proof. Let ‘p be a CNF formula with variables 21,. . . , zn and
conjunctsCI, . . . , cm. Considertheconjunctiveview definition and
view instance:
Ul (X, Y, 2)
v2(X)

::-

P(XY, Z)
r(X,Y)

v3 (Y)

:-

P(X,

Y, Z),

4%

4

{(i, j, 1) 1zi occursin c,}
U {(i, j, 0) 1% occursin cJ}

I(m)

=

I(v2)

=

{O),

--a

1(v3)

=

t (1)s

- * - 9 (41

P (41

and the query: q(c) :- t(X, Y), r(X, Y’), Y # Y’.
We can show that tuple (c) is a certain answerunder OWA if and
only if formula p is not satisfiable. Becausethe problem of testing
a CNF formula for satisfiability is NP-complete[S],this implies the
claim.
“+-“: Assumethat upis satisfiable. Then there is an assignmentv
from %I,..., zn to true and f&e such that eachconjunct of cp
containsat leastone variable 2; with v(zi) = true or one negated
variable pi with v(zi) = false. Considerthe databaseD with
p(D) = {(i, j, 1) IZi OCCUIS in cJ}
U {(i, j, 0) 1Zi occursin cJ}
r(D)={(i,di)

I i E {L...,n},
di =
i
1

:
:

V(Zi)
Y(z;)

= irve
= false

l

InstanceI is contained in Y(D), and S(D) does not derive (c).
Therefore,(c) is not a certain answer.
“e”: Assumethat (c) is not a certain answer. Then there exists a
databaseD with I C V(D) such that S(D) is the empty set, This
meansthat for i = 1, . . . , n, databaseD contains exactly one r
tuple (i, ai). Considerthe assignmentY with Y(z,) = 2rzaeif D
containsthe r tuple (i, l), and with U(Zi) = false otherwise. Let
cj be oneof the conjuncts.Because(j) is containedin 1(213),there
must be ap tuple (i, j, d<) and an r tuple (i, di). If di = 1, then C,
containsa variable Zi with v(Zi) = true. If di = 0, then cJ contains a negatedvariable fi with v(Zi) = false. Since v satisfies
0
eachcj, q~is satisfiable.
By Theorem4.2, we know that maximally-contained queriescompute exactly the certain answersunder OWA. Becauseevaluating
datalogquerieshaspolynomial datacomplexity [37], it follows that
in generalthereareno datalogqueriesthat aremaximally-contained
in a conjunctive query with inequality.

4,I,4

First-order queries

WC snw thnt even adding recursion to positive queries leavesthe
datacomplexity of the problemof computingcertainanswersunder
OWA still polynomial. On the other hand, adding negationmakes
the problemundecidablefor both OWA and CWA, asthe following
theoremshows.

Theorem 4.1 For V C datalog, Q E CQf , theproblem ofdetermining, given a view &ance, whether a taple is a certain answer
under OWAb undecidable.
Proof.
The proof is by reduction of the Post Correspondence
Problem[29] to the problem in the claim.
I
wk be words over alphabet{a, b}. Con)...,
Wn,wl
,..‘I
sider the following datalogquery that definesview u:

L&w1

Thcorcm 4,5 For V c CQ, & E FO. the problem of determin/t/g,glvo~ a viewdejnition togetherwith a view instance,whethera
ltrplc Is a csrtah answerunderthe openorclosed world assumption
Is rrrtdecldabk.

40,O) : - s(e, e, e)
v(X, Y) :- v(X0, yo),
S(XO,Xl,al~,...,~(~~-l,~,~~),

Proof,

S(YO,Y~,81),..-,~(~-1,Y,8~)

Let p be n first-order formula, Considerthe query

wherewi=al...akandwl=81...PI;
oneruIeforeachiE {l,...,n}.

GM :--qo,

s(X, Y, 2) : - P(X, x, Y), P(X Y, 2)

Clearly, (c) is n ccrhin answer if and only if cpis not satisfiable.
Testingwhether a first-order formula admitsa finite model is unde0
oidnble(see[I 51).This implies the claim.

and query & definedby:
q(c) :- P(X, u, Z), P(X, u, Z’), z # Z’

Let the view instanceI be definedby I(v) = ((e, e)} and I(s) =
{}. Wewill show that there exists a solution to the instanceof the
PostCorrespondenceProblem
given by 2~1,.. . , wn, wi, . . . I wk if
and only if(c) is not a certain answerunder OWA. The result then
follows from the undecidability of the Post CorrespondenceProblem [29].

4.2 Positive view definitions
In the previous section, we proved that adding inequalities to the
query results in co-NP-completeness
of the problem of computing
certain nnswcrsunder OWA. The following theoremshowsthat allowing disjunction in the view definition has the sameeffect on the
dnta complexity. The snmeresult was proved by van der Meyden
in [4 I] while studying indefinite databases.Weinclude the theorem
for the sakeof completeness.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

e

e

e

Thcorcm 4.6 [d/II] For V E PQ, & E CQ, theproblem of deternrhrblg,given a view inslance, whether a tuple is a certain answer
rtrtdcr 0 WAis co-NP-hard.

4.3 Datalog view definitions
Theorem 3.1 establishedthat theproblem can be solved in co-NP
for V g pQ$ and & E datalog , Herewe examinethe effect on
the complexity of the problem of computing certain answersif we
allow datalogasview definition language.For positive queries,the
problem stays in co-NPas was shown by van der Meyden in [4l].
Howcvcr,Theorcm4.7 andCorollary 4.2 respectivelyestablishthat
the problem becomesundecidablefor conjunctive querieswith inequality nnd dntalog queries.

Figure 2: The instzu~ceofthe Post CorrespondenceProblemgiven
bythe wordswl = ba, WI = b, w3 = bba,w: = ab, w; = bb,and
wj = ba ha.soluti~n ‘%f3”becausewawlwlw3 = bbababba=
w~w:w~wj. The figure shows a databaseD with (e, e} E v(D),
but Q(D) = {}.
“+“: Assumethat the instanceof the Post CorrespondenceProblem given by the words WI,. . . , w,,, w;, . . . , wk has a solution il ,
= WitI . ..Wh
= ‘y1. ..ym for some
. .. . ik. Then Wil . ..W.,
charactersyl , . . . , T,,, E {a, b}. Considerthe databaseD with

4,3,1 Inequalities
In the cnscof conjunctive view definitions, adding inequalities to
the query increasedthe complexity of the problem of computing
certain answersunder OWA from polynomial to co-NP.With datalog view definitions, ndding inequalitiestothequeryraises theprob
lem from co-NPcomplexity to undecidability. In [40], van derMeyden showedundccidability for the caseof V E datalog and & E
PQg , The following theoremproves that the problem is already
undccldablc for conjunctivequeries with inequality.

P(D) = ((0, 1, n), . . - , (m - 2, m - 1, rm--l),
~~O~:j,~~~~~~-2,m-2,rn-l),
(m-

1, m - 1, e), (e, e, 41.

Clearly, Q(D) = {}. Moreover, it is easyto verify that s(O) and
v(D) areas follows:
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Corollary 4.2 For V c datalog. & E datalog, the problem of
determining,given a view instance,whethera tuple is a certain answer under OWAis undecidable.
Proof. The containmentproblem of a datalog query in another
datalogquery is undecidable[32]. Therefore,the claim follows di0
rectly from Theorem4.1.

SinceI E u(D) and G?(D) = { ), it follows that (c) is not a certain
answer,

4.4 First-order view definitions

“=$=“: Assumethat (c) is not a certain answerunder OWA. Then
there is a databaseD with I G v(D) such that S(D) = {}. Be
causetuple(e, e) isinv(D), theremustbeconstantsco,cl,. . . , cm
with co =Oandc, = e and characters71, . . . , ^/m E {a, b} such
that

Theorem4.5 showedthat adding negationin queriesleadsto undecidability. The following theoremnow shows that the sameis true
for adding negationto view definitions.

(CO,Cl,“l),

(Cl,C2,72),...,(‘%-l,Cm,7m)

ES(D).

(*)

d,r be constantswith do = 0 and 61,. . . ,6,,,# E
{u, t} bo characterssuch that

Proof. Let ‘p be a first-order formula, andp a new predicate.Consider the view definition

lAdO,dl,.,.,

(do,fh,b),

(d1,d2,62),...,(d,r,l,d,r,6,,)

Theorem 4.8 ForV E FO. & E CQ, theproblemofdetermining,
given a view instance,whethera tuple b a certain answerunder the
openor the closedworld assumptionb undecidable.

u(c) : - p(X) v p(X)

Es(D).

Wearegoing to show by induction on m’ that form’ 2 m, di = ci
and&=ycfori=O,...,
m’. The claim is trivially true form’ =
0, Portheinductioncase,letm’ > 0. Weknowthat(ci-1, ci, 7i) E
a(D) and (&-I, di, Si) E a(D), and that ci-1 = di-1. By definition of a, this implies that tuples (cl-l, ei-1) ci), (ci-1, ci-1, di),
~(-1, cl, 7i), and (ci-1, di, 6i) are all in p(D). BecauseQ(D) =
t ), it follows that di = ci and 6i = 7i.
Assumefor the sakeof contradiction that m’ > m. Then thereis a
tuple (dm, &+I, rm+l) E a(D), and therefore(dm, d,, dm+l),
(dm, 4w, Ym+l) E p(D). Because(e, e, e) E a(D), it follows that (e,e, e) E p(D). Since d, = cm = e this implies
(hat dm+l = e and 7,,,+l = e, which contradictsthe fact that
+y,,,+.lE {a, b}. Hence,m’ = m.

togetherwith the instanceI = {v(c)} and the query & definedby:
q(c) : - P(X)

We will show that (c) is a certain answerunder the open or closed
world assumptionif and only if formula p is not satisfiable. By
Trahtenbrot’stheorem,testing whethera first-order formula admits
a finite model is undecidable(see[ IS]). This implies the claim.
‘3”: Supposethat cpis satisfiable.Then there exists a databaseD
such that p(D) is satisfied,and such that p(D) is empty. For this
database,1= v(D) andQ(D) = {}. Therefore,(c) isnot acertain
answer.
“-G’: Supposethat (c) is not certain. Then there is a databaseD
with I 5 V(D) (or with I = V(D)) such that (c) is not in Q(D).
Sincep(D) is empty, p(D) must be satisfied. Therefore, formula
0
cpis satisfiable.

We proved that there is exactly one chain of the form in (*). Because(e, e) E v(D), thereis a sequence&. . . ik with ii,. . . , ik E
{l,,..,lt)suchthatwi,...wi,
= 71...7^Imandw&...w:
=
71 , , , *,j,,, Therefore, ii,. , . , ik is a solution to the instanceoPthe
Post CorrespondenceProblemgiven by WI,. . . , wn, vi,. . . , wk.
q

Theorem4.7 has an interesting consequencefor the query containment problem of a recursive datalogquery in a nonrecursivedatalog query with inequality, It showsthat the techniquein [9] to prove
decidability of a datalogquery in a nonrecursivedatalogquery does
not carry to datalogwith inequality, Indeed,it is an easycorollary
of Theorems4. I and 4.7 that the problem is undecidable.

4,3,2 Datalogqueries
As wcsaw,thereis acloscrelationshipbehveentheproblemofcomputingce.rtainanswersunderOWAandquerycontainmentNotsurprisingly it is thereforethe casethat the problembecomesundecidable for datalogview definitions and datalogqueries.
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5 Closed world assumption
Figure3 gives anoverview ofthe complexity of theproblemof computing certain answersunderCWA. Computingcertain answersunder CWA is harderthan under OWA. Whereasthe problem is polynomial for V E CQ# and & E datalog under OWA, the problem
is alreadyco-NP-completefor V C CQ and 8 E CQ under CWA.
Moreover,whereasthe problem is decidablefor V 5 dcatalogand
Q E PQ under OWA, the problem is already undecidablefor V C
datalog and & E CQ under CWA.

I
views

w-2

c@
PC)
dntalog
PO

Theorem 5.2 For V s datalog, 8 E CQ the problem of determining, given a view instance, whether a tuple is a certain answer
under CWA b undecidable.

-query-

1 CQ
1 co-NP

co-NP
co-NP
undec.
undec.

CQ$

bQm

co-NP co-NP
co-NP
co-NP
co-NP co-NP
undec, undec.
undec. undec.

datalog
CO-NP

co-NP
co-NP
undec.
undec.

PO

undec.
undec.
undec.
undec.
undec.

Proof. Let &l and QZ be two datalogquerieswith answerpredicateql and q2 respectively.Considerthe view definition consisting
of the rules of &r and &, and the rules

Plgurc 3; Data compIexityoftheprobIem ofcomputingcertain anawersunder the closed world assumption.

5.1 Conjunctive view definitions
The following theoremshowsthat computingcertainanswersunder
the closedworld assumptionis alreadyco-NP-hardin the very simplcst cnsc,namely in the caseof conjunctive view deIinitions and
conjunctive querlcs,

w (4 : - r(X)
Al : - a (X)9 P(X)
P(X)
7J2
(4 : - q2i(w,
wherep and r are two relations not appearingin &r and Qs. Consider the instance1 with I(Q) = {(c)} and I(Q) = (1, and the
query 8 definedby:
c?(c):-r(X)
If&r C Q2, then for eachdatabaseD with V(D) = I,

Tlworcm 5.1 For V 2 CQ, 0 E CQ, the problem of determinIttg, given a view insfance, whefhera luple is a certain answerunder
CWA b co-NP-hard,

a(D)

rip(D)) E qz(D) n P(D) =

I(~21

= 0.

Therefore,

Proof, Let G = (V, E) be an arbitrary graph, Considerthe view
dcllnition:

r(D) = I(n)

: - color(X, Y)
: - color(X, Y)
Q(Y)
dX, Y) : - edge(X, Y)

111
(X)

= {(c)3,

i.e. (c) is a certain answerunder CWA.
On the other hand, if 81 c &s, then there is a databaseD such
that sometuple t is in &r (0). but not in &(D). By extending D
such that p(D) = {t} and r(D) = {}, we have that Y(D) = I.
Becauseq(D) = {}, (c) is not a certain answerunder CWA.

and the instanceI with I(ul) = V, I(v?) = {red, green, blue)
and 1(u3) = B, We will show that under CWA the query

We establishedthat (c) is a certain answerunder CWA if and only
if&r is containedin Qs. The claim now fohows from the undecidcl
ability of containmentof datalogqueries[32].

e(c) : - edge(X, Y), cofor(X, Z), color(k; 2)
hasthe tuplc (c) asa certain answerif and only if graphG is not 3colorable. Becausetesting a graph’s3-colorability is NP-compIete
[22], this implies the claim.
For each databaseD with I = Y(D), relation edge contains exactly the edgesfrom B, and relation color relatesall verticesin V
to either red, green, or bhe.
“=s”: Assumethat (c) is a certain answerof the query. It fohows
that for each assignmentof the vertices to red, green, and blue,
them is nn edge(er , ea) in E suchthat er andes areassignedto the
samecolor. Therefore,themis not a single assignmentofvertices to
the threecolors red, green, and blue such that all adjacentvertices
oreassignedto different colors. HenceG is not 3-colorable.
“-9: AssumeG is not 3-colorable. Then for eachassignmentof
vertices in V to red, green, and blue thereexists at leastone edge
(er, ea) such that el and es are assignedto the samecolor. It follows that the query will produce(c) for eachdatabaseD with I =
cl
V(D), i.e, the query has (c) as a certain answer.

5.2 Datalog view definitions
The final theoremin this section showsthat for datalogview definitions, the problem is undecidableunder CWA.
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6 View consistency and view
self-maintainability
In this section,we considertwo other importantproblemson materialized views, view consistencyand view self-maintainability, We
do it in the context of CWA sinceboth of theseproblemsmakemore
sensein that context than under OWA.
Definition 6.1 (view consistency) Let V be a view definition and
I an instanceof the view. Then the view is consisfenf if there is a
cl
databaseD such that I = V(D).
Definition 6.2 (view self-malntainability) Let D be a database.
An update to D is either a deletion d(t) of a tuple t in D, or an insertion i(t) of sometuple t not in D. Let Y be a view definition and
I a consistentview instance.Then the view is self-maintainable for
an updatea if there exists a view instance J such that for each D
cl
with I = V(D), J = Y((Y(D)).

queryingindefinitedatabases,
andMichaelR Genesereth,
Pierre
Huyn,WemerNutt,AnandRajaraman,
andYehoshua
Sagivfor discussionson thetopic.
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